Sample Works Cited Entries: MLA Format (7th edition)
Bracketed numbers indicate relevant sections from the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 7th ed.

Books & Electronic Books

Printed books, one author [5.5.2]


Printed books, two or three authors [5.5.4]


Printed books, four or more authors [5.5.4]


Printed books, editor [5.5.3]

Editor, ed. Title. Edition statement if not the first edition. City of publication: Publisher, Publication Year. Medium.


Electronic books, one author [5.6.2c]


Work in an anthology [5.5.6]


Reference (Encyclopedia & Dictionary) Articles

Electronic encyclopedia and dictionary articles from subscription database [5.6.2c & 5.5.7]

Author (if any). “Article title.” Title of publication. Editor (if any). Version number (if any). City of publication: Publisher, Publication Year. Page-page (omit page numbers if the entries are arranged alphabetically).

Database name. Medium. Date of access.


Electronic encyclopedia and dictionary articles from web [5.6.2b]

Author (if any). “Article title.” Title of overall web site. Version number or edition (if any). Publisher or sponsor (use N.p. if not available), Date of publication (use n.d. if not available). Medium. Date of access.


Printed encyclopedia articles [5.5.7]

Author (if any). “Title of article.” Title of encyclopedia. Edition (if stated). City of publication: Publisher (don’t need city and publisher for widely used reference books), Publication year. Medium.


Magazine, Journal & Newspaper Articles

Electronic journal articles from a subscription database [5.6.4 & 5.4.2]

Author. “Article title.” Title of publication volume.issue (Publication year): Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Database name. Medium. Date of access.
Theis, Jeffrey S. “Early Modern Ecostudies: From The Florentine Codex to Shakespeare.” 

Electronic magazine articles from a subscription database [5.6.4 & 5.4.6]

Author. “Article title.” Title of publication day month year: Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Database name. Medium. Date of access.


Electronic newspaper articles from a subscription database [5.6.4 & 5.4.5]

Author (if any). “Article title.” Title of newspaper Publication day month year, Edition (if named): Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Database name. Medium. Date of access.


Electronic journal articles from the Internet [5.6.3]

Author (if any). “Article Title.” Title of online publication volume.issue (Publication year) Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Medium. Date of access.


Printed journal articles with volume and issue numbers [5.4.2]

Author. “Article title.” Title of publication Volume.issue (Publication year): Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Medium.

Printed magazine articles [5.4.6]

Author. “Article title.” Title of publication day month year: Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Medium.


Printed newspaper articles [5.4.5]

Author (if any). “Article title.” Title of newspaper Publication day month year, Edition (if named): Page range, OR if article not on consecutive pages, starting page with plus sign. Medium.


Web Sites

Entire Web sites [5.6.2]

Author, compiler, director, editor (if any). Title of entire Web site. Version number (if any). Publisher or sponsor (use N.p. if not available), Date of publication (use n.d. if not available). Medium. Date of access. <complete URL if page cannot be accessed using a search engine>.


Specific Web pages [5.6.2]

Author, compiler, director, editor (if any). “Title of the work.” Title of overall Web site. Version number (if any). Publisher or sponsor (use N.p. if not available), Date of publication (use n.d. if not available). Medium. Date of access. <complete URL if page cannot be accessed using a search engine>.
